Dear Friends,
Welcome to the blog for Bulletin WII! The purpose of this blog post is to tell you about it’s mandates
and submission guidelines. The BWII Blog is going to be a voice from WII reaching out to the masses.
The idea is to make our work more accessible to anyone who wants to learn more about it. As a part
of a scientific institution, we need to be more forthcoming about our scientific beliefs. Think of this blog
as your own and use it to talk about issues that are vital to your scientific acumen.
Mandate
The primary aim of this blog is to share and communicate information a





Research: Let the world know about your research and inspire others to take up this field of
work. Review a paper along with your own opinions.
Opinions: Blog articles on a recent field trip, conference, workshop you attended and tell us
what you gained from that. You can also choose to update your peers on some latest news.
Campus updates: your take on various campus issues
Front page: Some of the best posts of the week shall be featured on the front page along
with guest posts.

Guidelines











Blog posts should be simple and easy to comprehend, use font Tahoma and size 10.
Please use UK English
The post should be within 1000 words and accompanied with relevant keywords
Send contextual pictures that you want to put up with the post ( downloaded pictures should
have source name attached)
Video links can be uploaded as well (YouTube only)
Please send your mug shot along with a short bio to go along with the post ( 100-150 words)
Refrain from taking potshots at anyone.
Use simple sentences.
Send the blog post to bulletinwii@gmail.com
Upon receiving your post, we shall send an author release form, please fill it up and email it
back as a part of the same email conversation.

Thank you for the kind support and we expect some nice articles at our inboxes.

